Abstract-This paper proposes statistic learning based Q-learning algorithm for Multi-Agent System, the agent can learn other agents' action policies through observing and counting the joint action, a concise but useful hypothesis is adopted to denote the optimal policies of other agents, the full joint probability of policies distribution guarantees the optimal action choice to the learning agent. The algorithm can also improve the learning speed because the conventional Q-learning space is cut from exponential one to linear one. The convergence of the algorithm has been proved; the successful application of this algorithm in the RoboCup shows its good learning performance.
I . INTRODUCTION
Reinforcement Learning of Multi-Agent leads the traditional reinforcement learning technology into MAS (Multi-Agent System). Reinforcement learning is unsupervised learning, it is a kind of adaptive learning method with environmental feedback as input, which obtains the optimal strategy through interaction with the environment and continuous improvement strategy finally [1] [2] . Because of its online learning and adaptive learning characteristics, reinforcement learning is an effective tool to solve the optimization problem for MAS, which is widely used in various fields and has become one of the research hotspots in the field of machine learning. Reinforcement learning algorithm in mature are: TD, Q learning, Dyna-Q and Q-PSP learning etc [3] [4] , this paper chooses Q learning as learning foundation due to model independent, simplicity and efficient characteristics of Q learning.
The MAS is very complex because of mutual influence between agents, Markov Model can't be used in MAS, the reinforcement learning algorithms based on Markov model can't be introduced into MAS directly, and therefore the reinforcement learning algorithm should be improved.
Firstly, the environment mode of reinforcement learning should be improved, the current state can be changed through personal actions for learning agent in MAS, but because of condition changes by other agents, the closure of system is lost, the successor state for learning agent is not inferable, successor state is not only decided by the current state that is defined S and action of learning agent that is defined a, that is to say, MAS is nondeterministic Markov System. For reinforcement learning of multi-agent, the return function and successor status function can't use r(s, a) and S ' =δ(s, a) to express. Secondly, other agent's strategy should be considered for strategies selection of learning agent in MAS, the changes from current state to next state aren't all decided by actions of learning agent, other agents also choose actions which change system state, the uncertainty of successor function is caused by unknown of other agent's strategy [5] [6] . In most cases, the other agent's behavior is not random, but can be considered as action strategy of probability distribution, which is random behavior that is subject to a certain probability distribution in a certain state. In Robocup as an example, a player can't predict the opponent's intentions accurately, but the actions of opponent can be judged through knowledge and observation: when our ball, the close opponent will intercept, attack will not be chosen, usually a defensive player will probably choose intercept larger and probably choose attack smaller, which illustrates that the choice of other agent's strategy obeys a certain probability distribution, the probability distribution and actions can be partially determine according to the prior knowledge and current state. So the other agent's behavior strategy and effect of environment can be learned through observation and statistics of other agent's behavior in learning process, at the same time, the return function r(s, a ) and successor status function S ' =δ(s, a )are also determined. Therefore, the statistics method is introduced into learning algorithm, other agent's behavioral strategies are learned implicitly through the statistics of state and the motion vector, which can solve the above two problems effectively.
II. ALGORITHM OF STATISTICS BASED MULTI-AGENT Q LEARNING
The learning goal is learning strategy algorithm that can be defined as π: S→A, finite state sets as S= {S i }, agent action sets as A= {a i }, so this strategy describes the probability distribution as {P 1 , P 2, … P i } of selection action according to the current state as s S ∈ , from the state S t began, the expected discount return as V π according to the strategy π is as follows.
Where 0≤γ<1 is the discount factor, which reflects the choice between the current return and future return in the total return, r t refers to bounded return every time, maximum strategy of formula (1) is obtained by optimum strategy π * , that total return plus the statistical expectation computing in undetermined Markov environment.
The motion vector a is introduced in order to describe the behaviors of agent in the environment state; the Q learning algorithm is improved as follows.
The replace of formula (2) is as follows: In fact, the selection of learning rate α t won't influence the convergence of the learning method; the hypothesis is
, the selection of learning rate a t is valid, which is indicated by
with n→∞ in Q learning for an undetermined Markov environmental when learning rate satisfies this condition.
(2) Lemma 1-2: The optimal action learning of other agent is the learning of maximum likelihood strategies.
combined action probability of agents in the strategy * 1 π and estimation strategy ∧ i π of other agents, which decides the probability distribution of selection for action a ´ in the new state s´, behavior strategy can be attributed to the action choice ultimately, i t π reflects the action choice of agent i in the current state, then the choice strategy of agent i has the greatest probability of action.
Supposing that the number of action that can be chosen by agent i is m, then the probability vector of strategy i t π is (1/m, 1/m, …) considered by learning agent i initially, which the agent i chooses all actions with equal probability, the probability vectors need to be updated through the observation learning of strategy of agent i by learning agent continuously along with learning process development, the update rule is as follows.
Rule 1-1.
represents the action probability vector of agent i at the moment t, if agent i chooses action j at the moment t+1 through observation, then the formula (6) is obtained.
),.
The proof is as follows.
at the moment t+1, and x j < m ⇒ x j +1 < m+11, then the component of probability vector update is less than 1.
Different action with equal probability at the early learning stage in Rule 1-1 reflects that the learning agent is unknown to strategy model of other agent, learning agent learns other agent's strategy π through statistics of state joint action (s, a ) and rule 1-1, the probability component of high frequency action is increased ceaselessly that is guaranteed by update rule, but also to ensure that the low frequency action has chosen probably (the probability components is not 0, which is like ε greedy selection strategy, but the ε is incremented), so the strategy learning of learning agent to other agents has a certain redundancy error and flexibility.
Lemma 1-3: a indicates that agent i doesn't choose the best action for a times in learning for k times, then N n∈ ∃ , and a < n, also a is bounded.
According to the above discussion, that the other agent's strategies can be learned, the other agent's strategies will converge to the optimal strategy, then 
, where a expresses that agent i doesn't choose the best action for a times in k times learning, which sets the j movement, then x j = k+1-a,
, then we can get the following formula (7).
1/2 where x j = y j = 0
Apparently, the denominator of formula (7) tends to 1 with k → ∞, if molecular approaches 0, then formula (7) is near to 0, but the two parts of molecular are greater than 0, so each part of molecular should approach 0, so ∃ , ∈ N n then a < n, we can get that a is bounded according to lemma 1-2, where a i expresses agent i didn't choose this action for a i time in k time learning iteration, the search of joint action space(the optimal action) with the probability is as follows.
Where P expressed full probability of joint action selection in the learning algorithm, k is the number of learning iterations, then the learning search is equivalent to space full search of │A│ n is evidenced by as long as that the proof of P with the increase of K approaches 1(ensuring optimal action selection from utility actually), which the convergence of the learning method is evidenced, then formula (8) is transformed as follows:
Set a = max a i , the hypothesis is that the frequency of optimal action that didn't be chosen by agent in k times learning iteration is all maximum. 
The formula(10) is passed to the limit, denominator approaches 1 when k→∞ in
then a is bounded according to lemma 1-3, so
where (a-1)/k → 0 and numerator tends to 1 , formula(11) as follows according to limit squeeze rule.
P approaches 1 with increase of K according to formula (11), the learning search is equivalent to the full search of space as│A│ n , then the learning algorithm is convergent, the learning rate in formula (5) is chosen effectively according to lemma 1-1, Q-learning is convergent by formula (5).
IV. ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHM EFFECTIVENESS

A. Analysis of Algorithm Error
Action selection of other agent is based on the maximum probability of strategy i t π in algorithm, the hypothesis is that the best action is action of maximum probability for agent i at the moment t, if the probability of strategy i t π is error, the selection of joint action will abandon, which will affect the validity of the algorithm, for the error analysis of probability vector i t π in the learning process, set m actions that agent i can choose, m components corresponding to probability vector i t π , then the probability of action selection strategy in the k time learning iteration is as follows(the action is observed 2 / k l ≥ times at least)
Then the learning space is as follows: ) / ε, this hypothesis (here for the best selection action) is learned by learning agent with (1-δ) probabilities at least, and the generalization error of this hypothesis is less than ε. The learning time k is realized through instantiation of corresponding parameter, set m = 10, δ = 0.01 and ε = 0.05 in action space, then k ≥ 112, the hypothesis is learned with 0.99 probability and the error is less than 0.05 when the learning time is less than 115, therefore when the learning times is larger (for example, greater than 115), the learning of strategy i π will achieve very good results (probability vector error is very small) , abandon probability of joint action choice is also very small. (4) are the selection of all combined actions in new state s´, a Q-learning algorithm for multi-agent is given in Michael.W text, each action can be chosen ensured by total probability distribution of joint action in this algorithm, for MAS with n agents, action selection space of each agent is │A│, learning search space for each state is index space │A│ n , so when the n and │A│ increase, learning efficiency will drop sharply,
B. Discussion of the Feasibility of Algorithm
part in formula (5) only search action space │A│ of learning agent, the action with greatest probability in strategy i t π is chosen for other agent, also is the action with maximum likelihood estimate, so the total learning search space is a linear space │A│, which effectively reduces the complexity of the algorithm. In fact, because the algorithm for selection strategy of joint action is very simple, so the learning algorithm has a better performance according to the Occam 's razor theorem.
The joint probability of action under the strategy π * 1 of learning agent and estimation strategy 1 π of other agent is described in the (5), which decides the probability distribution of selection action a ´ in the new state s´, it should be noted here, because the motion vector a is composed of multiple-agent decision, the realization of search strategy is also dependent on other agent's behavior for learning agent, further, if other agent's strategy satisfies:
, namely that the other agent's strategy is convergent, the strategy model can be obtained by learning agent after observing repeatedly, convergence strategies is unknown for learning agent, in this case, the joint probability between agents can ensure search of the whole problem space, which also guarantees convergence of multi-agent Q-learning algorithm according formula (5) . The action selection through trial an error for the learning agent, at the same time, the statistics and learning of other agents' strategy action in the beginning learning process, with the development of the learning process, the learning agent is familiar with other agents gradually and can establish its effective strategy model with relevant knowledge, the strategies mutation of other agent (may be caused by the unexpected behavior) after learning many times is given only small probability of recognition, the large probability events is the main goal of learning, so learning in undetermined Markov environment according to formula (5) is suitable. It should be noted here, because of problem solving in a larger space for MAS, the Q function expressed by Q value will cause the dimension disaster, in order to achieve generalization of enforcement learning in mass or a continuous state space, neural network is used as unction approximation of reinforcement learning.
V. THE APPLICATION OF STATISTICS BASED Q-LEARNING ALGORITHM IN ROBOCUP
RoboCup provides a fully distributed control, real-time asynchronous multi-agent environment, RoboCup is carried out in the standard computer environment, using Client/Server, by the RoboCup association provides a standard Server, the team writes each client (Client) program, simulation of the actual football team [7] [8] .
The agent in Robocup should have some basic skills such as kicking the ball, interception, drag the ball, but the team as a whole should also have high tactical strategy, which will not only focus on the players themselves, but also to consider how to cooperate with other team members and confrontation [9] . High-level strategy of each agent can be considered as the optimal control strategy, the agent chooses the corresponding behavior according to the strategy. Because of the complexity of the multi-agent environment, manual preparation of high-level strategy is inefficient and sometimes even impossible, the high-level strategy is learned by agent through learning techniques [10] .
A. The learning of Defensive Strategy
In the game when a player obtained the ball, it can choose three actions: dribbling, passing, shooting. The specific choice should be decided based on the current environment state, because the race is a continuous process, the environmental state space is huge, in order to describe the current state, the state discretization method is adopted, so partition on the playing field, according to the designer's experience, 9 zones is divided according to the important degree of defense, which is shown in Fig. 1 . In this paper, for the defender (right of defense, 1 district except), the off-line learning of action strategies is underway through statistics based Multi-Agent Q-learning. Using the following characteristics to describe the current state of s: the coordinates of player; the coordinates of opponent in radius R which is described as op [i] , 2<R<18, 0 ≤ i<7; the coordinates of teammate in the current zone and adjacent area which is described as
Any time the player with the ball (defender) has three optional action: dribbling, passing, clearing the ball (the ball out of play), which of course should choose in legal circumstances (such as in the offside situation cannot pass), players choose any action with equal probability , then the evaluation criteria is given for every selected action, for dribbling, if the successful breakthrough of competitors and there is no opponent within a radius of 2 meters, the action choice is correct, then to return the positive; for passing, if the teammate obtained the ball successfully and there is no opponent within a radius of 1.5 meters, then to return the positive; for clearing the ball, if the ball is out of bounds in the middle of about 5 meters, then to return the positive, so that continuous learning, according to the state, action and reward, Q values can be calculated, neural network is adopted as approximator for Q value, for each action, the neural network with same structure (currently 3) to approximate the Q value network with 30 input nodes, 45 hidden nodes, one output node, for state as input, the output is the Q value, The learning algorithm is as follows.
The algorithm begins.
(1) The first step. Initialization of strategyπ Then, the algorithm terminates. The whole learning process takes about 10000 times training. The learning process can be underway automatically through coaching process, the training process is as follows.
(1) The first step. 8 defenders are placed randomly on the site (zone 1 is except and 3 strikers is not defense);
(2) The second step. 7 offensive players are placed randomly; (3) The third step. The defender with the ball (selection in number 2, 3, 4, 5 randomly) chosen an action randomly; (4) The forth step. Other teammate chosen to attack or defense according to respective strategy; (5) The fifth step. The coach process is responsible for the initialization and end of training, record the current state, the choice and return of players; (6) The sixth step. Learning is done according to the training results in accordance with the above learning algorithm.
View from the table 1, the high-level strategy of improved team is strengthened and optimized, the rate of successful interception, passing and controlling the ball between teammates has been greatly improved, defensive ability has been greatly improved, and only 1 ball is lost in 5 games. Fig. 2 , the attack between offensive team with three agent and defensive team with four agent, the goal of offensive team is score a goal, keep control of the ball, and do not let the ball out of bounds, No. 9 is an offensive player that uses statistics based Q-learning algorithm to learn high-level strategy under this scenarios, we define the offensive player from the initial position to shoot success or outside of the ball as a scenario, and also, define the reward value of successful and unsuccessful behavior, if the action of player leads to good results, then the action is successful behavior, otherwise is not successful behavior, where score a goal, surpass are good results, but lost the ball, outside of the ball are not good results. Fig. 3 is the performance curve of the learning agent, the number of unsuccessful action in 100 experiments is adopted as the performance index (ordinate), the abscissa is the number of iterative learning control, comparing to the traditional Q algorithm in the same period, view from Figure 3 , the action of strategy of agent with the adoption of this learning algorithm after some learning steps is better than the strategy before unlearning; the learning algorithm can be convergent in the 4000 learning steps, while the Q learning algorithm can not be convergent after 6000 learning steps. (in fact, the Q learning algorithm can not be convergent after 10000 learning steps, this shows that the traditional Q learning cannot guarantee the convergence of learning in multi-agent environment ), a funny thing is that if all agents use this learning algorithm, then how is their performance? This is another research direction. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A new learning algorithm based Q-learning is proposed for MAS in undetermined Markov environment. The problems of partly perception, uncertain information and strategy learning of other agent are solved effectively in MAS through organic fusion of statistical learning and reinforcement learning, the other agent's strategy is learned by statistics of joint action, and the choice of joint optimal action is guaranteed through full probability distribution of probability vector of strategy, which ensures the convergence of the algorithm in theory, the index space of learning space is lower to the linear space, which improves the learning efficiency effectively. Environment parameter selection, the agent setting and training process of training is similar to the previous chapter, here no longer repeated discussion, Because the training scenes is simple, so the number of training is less, a total of about 6000 training.
In the design of learning model, the M-Dyna-Q algorithm proposed by Weiss is used to construct and improve the planning part, 3 layer feed forward neural network is used as the prediction part, the SOM network (the network node is determined by the state parameter) is adopted as the state schema mapping.
